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PSBLOANSIN59MINUTES.COM EMERGES LARGEST FINTECH
LENDING PLATFORM
Web portal PSBloansin59minutes.com, launched by Prime Minister Narendra Modi has emerged
as the country’s largest online lending platform, with loan sanctions exceeding over Rs 35,000
crore.
The platform, designed under the guidance of Financial Services Secretary, Rajiv Kumar, has
reduced the turnaround time from 20-25 days to 59 minutes. Upon approval, the loan is disbursed
in 7-8 working days. It has put an end to discretion at the bankers’ end, as in-principle approval of
loans does not require human intervention. Due to the linking of data points, no one can game the
system now. There is no scope for information asymmetry. It will also end the era of giving false
information, such as a different income statement to banks and tax authorities. Since the launch,
1.62 lakh MSME units have been given in-principle approvals, while 1.12 lakh have got a final nod.
MSME units availing of the loans have to submit details such as income-tax returns, GST data and
bank statements to avail of credit facility through this portal. The quantum of loan processing
through this portal is much larger than the Rs 6,500 crore of cumulative disbursements by two of
the largest online SME lending NBFCs over the past three years, it said, adding that the average
ticket size (ATS) for new borrowers is Rs 27 lakh and Rs 34 lakh for repeat borrowers. The SMEs
apply for loans using their GST registration as the portal is integrated with GST server at the backend as well as IT, credit bureaus and banks. It is able to quickly score the applicant on individual
models of lenders.
Source- Hindustan Times

WOMEN OFFICERS TO GET PERMANENT COMMISSION IN ALL 10
BRANCHES OF INDIAN ARMY
Women officers will be granted Permanent Commission in the Indian Army in all 10 branches
where women are inducted for Short Service Commission.
Besides the existing two streams of Judge Advocate General (JAG) and Army Education Corps,
Permanent Commission will be granted in Signals, Engineers, Army Aviation, Army Air Defence,
Electronics and Mechanical Engineers, Army Service Corps, Army Ordinance Corps and Intelligence
also to women officers.
SSC women officers will give their option for the Permanent Commission before completion of four
years of Commissioned Service and they will exercise an option for grant of Permanent Commission
and their choice of specialisation.
In Indian Navy, all non-sea going Branches/Cadre/Specialisation has been opened for induction of
women officers through Short Service Commission. In addition to education, Law and Naval
Constructor branch/cadre, women SSC officers have been made eligible for grant of Permanent
Commission in the Naval Armament branch, at par with the male officers.
The proposal for induction of three new training ships for the Indian Navy is underway. This will
provide the requisite infrastructure for training of both men and women officers. Indian Navy will
start inducting women in all branches, once the training ships are in place.
Source- Timesnow
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NEW VISUALLY IMPAIRED FRIENDLY COIN SERIES RELEASED BY
PRIME MINISTER
The Prime Minister, Shri Narendra Modi, released the new series of visually impaired friendly
circulation coins,in New Delhi.Rs.1, Rs.2, Rs.5, Rs.10 and Rs.20 are the various denominations of
coins released as part of the new series.The coins were released at a function at 7, Lok Kalyan Marg,
where visually impaired children were specially invited.
The Prime Minister expressed happiness in hosting them and thanked them for giving him an
opportunity to interact with them. Releasing the new series, Prime Minister said that the Union
Government is guided by the vision of reaching the last mile and the last person. He said the new
series of coins have been designed and released keeping that vision in mind. The Prime Minister said
that the new circulation coins with various differentiating features, will greatly aid the visually
impaired. The new series of coins will facilitate the visually impaired, and will instill them with
confidence. Various new features have been incorporated in the new series of circulation coins to
make it more easy for the visually impaired to use them. The coins are characterized by the
increasing size and weight from lower to higher denominations. The newly included coin of Rs.20,
will be a 12 sided coin with no serrations. The rest of the denominations would be of round shape.
Source- PIB

MARAYUR JAGGERY GETS GEOGRAPHICAL INDICATION TAG
The Marayur jaggery has got the geographical indication (GI) tag, making it safe for consumption
while rejuvenating the traditional way of production and ensuring a safe market in future.
It has been a long-term demand of farmers in Marayur and Kanthallur grama panchayats, where
jaggery is produced without adding any chemicals. Though the Marayur jaggery has always been
known for its high quality, fake jaggery with a salty taste was being marketed as Marayur
jaggery.
It was the persistent efforts made by the Intellectual Property Rights cell, Kerala Agriculture
University, from August 2016 that resulted in the jaggery receiving the GI tag. However, farmers
should maintain the quality. The GI tag would aid in initiating legal action against fake jaggery
being sold as Marayur jaggery. The GI tag was given after considering its quality and specialty.
Source- The Hindu
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FLAVOR'S OF INDIA

SCHEZWAN DOSA RECIPE
How to Make Schezwa Dosa :
TOTAL TIME ; 35m
PREP TIME : 15m
CALORIES : 300

Ingredients Of
Schezwa Dosa :
6 cup dosa batter
refined oil as required
black pepper as required
4 teaspoon schezwan
sauce
2 cup cabbage
2 medium capsicum
(green pepper)
2 onion
salt as required
2 tablespoon spring
onions
4 tablespoon garlic
8 bean
2 carrot

Step 1
To prepare this mouth-watering dish, take carrots,
capsicums, beans, spring onions and onions, and on a clean
chopping board slice them up. Now, take the garlic and the
cabbage and shred them using a shredder.To begin with this
recipe, take a pan and start heating the oil it. Add onions,
minced garlic to it and saute it well over medium flame.
Step 2
Now, take a pan on medium flame and heat oil in it. Add the
slices onions and the grated garlic to it and saute it till
the onions start turning translucent. Then, add the beans,
carrots and the shredded cabbage into the pan and mix
them all together. Allow it to cook for a few minutes.
Step 3
Next, add the capsicum and salt to the mix along with the
schezwan sauce and pepper powder to the pan and cook
them all together. When the mix is cooked properly, turn
off the flame and keep it aside.
Step 4
Now, for the dosa, take a low bottomed pan over low flame
and grease it well with oil. Then, add two tablespoon of
batter on the pan and spread it around with a ladle to
form an oval shape. Once the batter starts to turn crispy
and golden on the edges, turn it upside down and let it
cook. When both sides are crispy and golden, turn of the
flame and transfer it to a plate.
Step 5
Next, place the prepared schezwan stuffing on the dosa
and fold the dosa carefully. Make sure that the stuffing is
placed properly and does not fall off.
Step 6
Serve the delicious Schezwan Dosa with your favorite
chutney and enjoy!
Source : recipes.timesofindi
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BEST OUTDOOR ADVENTURES FOR YOUR TRIP IN INDIA

“Thinking about adventure in India? But confused as to what to choose and where to go? Let this blog be
your guiding star as we take the opportunity to provide the details on which outdoor adventure you can
indulge into and when and where you can go chasing your passion in India”
India is a land of massive adventure opportunities. Across the length and breadth of the country one is able to
find multiple opportunities to plunge in the activities that not only instigate adrenaline rush but also
transcend one to the world of fearlessness. However, there are some activities and there are a few places that
fit like a glove, which means when a right adventure sport is attempted at a right destination, the fun and
thrill multiplies. Here are some outdoor adventure hacks that you must reach out for on your trip in India.
Walk over the Frozen Lake at Zanskar Valley, Ladakh

There can be nothing better than can
give you the adrenaline rush than
the Chadar Trek. It is the reckoned to
be the Mother of all treks and has a big
name when it comes to best treks in
India. Everything about this frozen trail
trek is unique: the scenery, temperature,
atmosphere, the frozen river, sledges,
unusual camp sites, caves and the ever
changing Chadar. It is so unique that it
has to be experienced!
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Hang Upside Down in Air at Rishikesh, Uttarakhand
Have you imagined what it would be to drop down
from a platform placed 83m above the ground and
the hang upside down in the middle of
everything? Well, it sent a chill down my spine
and for those who know what it takes to a single
Bungee Jump, certainly realizes that the
adventure of Bunjee Jumping can in no way go
wrong. Provoke the adventure devil in you and
enjoy this outdoor adventure in India.

Swim with Water Giants at Havelock Islands, Andaman

The deep clean water and gorgeous marine life makes Andaman one of the most fascinating destinations for
scuba diving in India. These islands has several diving sites that offer vast variety of marine animals such as
Scorpion fish, Octopus, Angler fish, Sharks and Coral reefs. Havelock Islands in Andaman is probably the
coolest site to scuba dive and snorkel, swimming with the water giants is certainly one of those memories
that cannot be erased.
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Soar Like an Eagle in the Sky of Mysore, Karnataka

When Anthony Hopkins in his 60’s attempts a sky dive in the movie Bucketlist, I realized that life is about living
on the edge. We all should have a bucketlist and it should have skydiving in it for sure. As far as skydiving in
India is considered, Mysore is the name that tops the chart. Offering best facilities and amenities, the skydiving
camps provide the option of tandem jumps, static jumps and accelerated freefalls prior to professional training for
2 – 3 days to ensure all kinds of safety. So, Mysore is the place and skydiving is the next activity on your
adventure list in India.
Source: scoopwhoop
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DISCLAIMER:

Feedback/Suggestions:
We welcome suggestions/feedback of
our readers on e-bulletin. Kindly send
your views to us on
info.india.jakarta@gmail.com

The Embassy of India, Jakarta, has acquired information from the various sources indicated in the newsletter. Though due diligence has been performed, the Embassy

is not responsible for correctness and accuracy of reports.

